
World Class Managed Services
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Introducing Service Geeni CMMS

A bespoke state of the art Computerised Maintenance Management System 
(CMMS) specifically designed to provide live data and capture information 
regarding equipment maintenance, repair and downtime of your resident sites 
worldwide. 

Service Geeni CMMS benchmarks the performance of your warehouse, 
highlighting the logistical availability, productivity & performance of engineering 
teams.

Service Geeni CMMS is integral to ensuring maximum operational efficiency…

Introducing Service Geeni CMMS
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Software Cloud ERP

Service Geeni operate 
from 3 locations:

Steady growth has seen 
Service Geeni become 
a leader in the service 
managment software 
industry

16 years

Service Geeni’s CMMS 
system helps operate

Servicce Geeni & 
KNAPP have worked 
together for over

& counting

of our clients would 
recommend us

98%

Manchester, 
Southampton  
& Bangalore

+25
KNAPP resident sites 
across the globe

Service Geeni was 
founded in 1984 and 
became a Limited 
Company in 1990

Service Geeni 
has been passed 
through 2 
generations
 (so far)

Dedicated 
in-house

highly 
qualified
developers
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Next page

Stock delivery

Customer & retail orders

Planned Preventative 
Maintenance

Product is selected 
from storage

Product is now 
organised and ready to 

be delivered

Product is delivered to 
customer

Multiple products 
are stored together 

in bulk

The CMMS captures data and drives all warehouse operations

Product is loaded 
onto delivery truck

Reactive 
maintenance

Head Office

365 / 24 / 7 Reporting Dashboard
Global benchmarking

See results & monitor activity in real-time
Achieve industry 4.0 service standard

How CMMS works

6am 10pm
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KNAPP use Service Geeni CMMS to schedule and manage engineer time, achieving 
world class 80 – 85% engineer utilisation levels.
 
The Service Geeni CMMS schedules planned maintenance considering multiple 
variables including demand patterns by equipment and zone, engineer 
skill-sets and training, mean time between failure, repair times and more. Recording 
live breakdowns and automatically adjusting engineer schedules to resolve issues in 
line with zone demand patterns. Parts management is automatic with consignment 
stock levels maintained to ensure low fix times.
 
The result is best use of engineer time, across all skill-sets and shift patterns.  85% 
engineer utilisation levels minimises the cost of maintenance whilst achieving 
unrivalled availability.

KPI: Engineer Utilisation

About
Method
Benefits
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Compare utilisation of time 
and engineers capacity.

Breakdown of engineer work 
load by area, skill, site, time 
and more.

Easily identify each engineer 
working on site.
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open & 
completed 

jobs

Monitor individual engineer efficiency

Organise engineers based on specific 
skill set

Measure KPI

80-85% 
Highlight engineer’s capacity to the 
minute

Engineer Utilisation 

Easily identify

site operating 
efficiency

Track
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Logistical availability is all about delivering +99% of orders every day and achieving 
maximum warehouse output levels; ultimately reducing your cost base. 
 
A key part of logistical availability involves capturing every issue, no matter how 
small, and most importantly identifying the root causes. This goes beyond tracking 
and managing electro-mechanical maintenance. KNAPP take full ownership for 
every activity in the warehouse. Across thousands of SKU’s and extensive warehouse 
zones, KNAPP accurately pin-points issue hot-spots, identifying causes and working 
closely with customers to resolve every potential risk.
 
The result is a KNAPP managed warehouse monitoring the entire process flow, 
constantly identifying, tracking and minimising single points of failure to achieve 
world-class logistical availability.

KPI: Logistical Availability

About
Method
Benefits
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Easily identify hotspots showing areas 
performing below excellent levels, 
benchmarked at 99% efficiency. 

Data helps managers pinpoint reasons for 
performance and recommend interventions to 
ensure maximum operational efficiency.
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Tailor availability to suit operational 
demands

Track availability by area and time of 
day

Monitor every process, track every 
single issue & resolution

single point of failure

Achieve

Deliver +99%
of orders

maximum
warehouse output 
levels

Minimise
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KPI: Dynamic Availability

Dynamic availability is a key part of how industry leaders achieve maximum 
efficiency and service excellence. 
 
In simple terms dynamic availability means that assets are 100% available at peak 
times to keep your operation running smoothly and ensure maximum output. To 
achieve best-in class dynamic availability KNAPP uses demand pattern variables 
& unique customer data including: asset journeys, demand levels by area and 
time of day, resource utilisation, waiting times, maintenance schedules, transport 
windows and more. Using this all-encompassing activity data in proven algorithms 
we organise activities throughout the warehouse to exact time schedules, enabling 
KNAPP to achieve 100% dynamic availability. 
 
Achieving dynamic availability and industry 4.0 service standards sets us apart 
from the rest. Furthermore our dynamic availability modelling is intuitive, capturing 
extensive data in real time and adjusting activities as a result. 

About
Method
Benefits
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Colour coding highlights site 
performance at a glance.

About
Method
Benefits

• View real time data in a 
range of formats.

• Easily track performance by 
asset and areas.

Monitor and report on capacity 
to achieve industry 4.0 service 
standards.
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Omni-Channel Fulfillment im DC Goodyear

Jederzeit Zugriff auf alle Artikel auf Lager 
Die Waren sind platzsparend und schonend 

im OSR Shuttle™ mit 125.000 Stellplätzen und in 
12.000 Sortertaschen gelagert. Durch das Prinzip 
der chaotischen Lagerung im OSR Shuttle™ und 
RFID-Technologie des Taschensorter-Systems hat 
REI jederzeit Zugriff auf jeden Artikel im System. 

Direct access to all articles in the system at all times 
The goods are stored securely and in the space-

effective OSR Shuttle™ with its 125,000 storage 
locations, as well as in 12,000 Sorter Pockets. Thanks 
to the dynamic storage in the OSR Shuttle™ and the 
RFID technologies of the pocket fulfillment system, 
REI has access to every unit in the system at any time. 

OSR Shuttle™ & Sorter Pockets

High picking quality, efficient omni-channel fulfillment and 
improved ergonomics 

The answer to this demand is one-touch 
distribution. Goods from the OSR Shuttle™ and Sorter 
Pockets are conveyed to the eight Pick-it-Easy Multi 
hybrid workstations. Picking of goods is independent 
of the sale method, accommodating both goods-to-
person picking for optimal ergonomics. All work 
processes are guided with smart software. This means 
that the articles are only touched once. What’s more, 
the innovative Pick-it-Easy Multi work stations 
increase efficiency and support 100 % precision in 
picking. 

Work efficiently during overlapping peak load periods 
Software is the key to omni-channel fulfillment. 

The Goodyear DC supplies REI stores with new and 
replenishment goods while also processing online 
orders for in-store-pickup and direct-to-customer 
purposes. KiSoft WCS, the warehouse control 
software, monitors, optimizes and controls all the 
processes in the warehouse and ensures an even 
distribution of orders to each workstation. As the 
brain of the mechanical solution, KiSoft WCS allows 
flexible order planning to absorb peaks in demand 
and to use resources more efficiently. With the help 
of these technologies, eight employees per shift are 
able to process about 170,000 orders per day for all 
sales channels during peak load periods. 

Pick-it-Easy Multi
Effizient arbeiten in überschneidenden Spitzenlastzeiten 

Software ist der Schlüssel zum Omni-Channel 
Fulfillment. Das DC Goodyear beliefert REI-Stores 
mit neuer Ware und Nachschub, außerdem werden 
Onlinebestellungen für die Services Pick-from-Store 
oder Direktversand an den Endkunden bearbeitet. 
Die Lagersteuersoftware KiSoft WCS überwacht, 
optimiert und kontrolliert alle Prozesse im Lager 
und sorgt für eine gleichmäßige Versorgung der 
Arbeitsplätze mit Aufträgen. Als Hirn der mechani-
schen Lösung ermöglicht KiSoft WCS eine flexible 
Auftragsplanung, um Auftragsspitzen abzufedern 
und Ressourcen effizienter zu nutzen. 8 Mitarbeiter 
pro Schicht bearbeiten so in Spitzenlastzeiten rund 
170.000 Artikel pro Tag für alle Vertriebskanäle. 

Shops effizient beliefern 
Mithilfe der innovativen Matrix-Sortierung 

werden Lieferungen an REI-Shops bereits shop-
friendly nach Themen, Farben und Größen sortiert 
ausgeliefert. Dies erspart den Shopmitarbeitern Ar-
beit beim Einräumen der Ware und gibt ihnen mehr 
Zeit für Kundenberatung. 

Supply shops efficiently 
Deliveries arrive at the REI stores already sorted 

according to department, color and size thanks 
to innovative matrix sortation. This decreases 
the amount of time employees spend organizing 
incoming goods and increases their time available to 
assist customers. 

Hohe Kommissionierqualität, effizientes Omni-Channel Fulfill-
ment und verbesserte Ergonomie 

Die Lösung für diese Anforderung heißt One-
touch Distribution. Waren aus dem OSR Shuttle™ 
und den Sortertaschen werden an den 8 Hybrid-
arbeitsplätzen Pick-it-Easy Multi bearbeitet. Die 
Kommissionierung der Ware ist vom Geschäftsmo-
dell losgelöst. Kommissioniert wird im Ware-zur-
Person-Prinzip für optimale Ergonomie. Alle Ar-
beitsprozesse sind smart softwaregeführt. So muss 
jeder Artikel nur einmal berührt werden. Außer-
dem steigern die innovativen Pick-it-Easy Multi-
Arbeitsplätze die Effizienz und unterstützen eine 
100%ige Kommissioniergenauigkeit. 

KiSoft

Matrix sortation

1

2 3

4

1
REI’s pocket fulfillment system with 
12,000 sorter pockets and a sorting 
performance of 7,500 items per hour 
ensure optimized omni-channel 
fulmillment.

2
Ergonomic, efficient and sustainable; 
the eight Pick-it-Easy Multi hybrid work 
stations are built according to the latest 
occupational health information and 
process omni-channel orders.

3
The goods are stored securely in the 
space-effective OSR Shuttle™ with its 
125,000 storage locations.

4
The easyUse user interfaces support 
accurate order processing and man-
and-machine communication.

CONTENTS

Seamless stock movement

Accurate live information Manage

Product availability

Real-time inventory management

Dynamic 
work 
flows

%99.9

seasonal demand 
patterns
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KNAPP AG 
Günter-Knapp-Strasse 5–7
8075 Hart bei Graz | Austria
www.knapp.com

solution provider

It was difficult for us to find an automation service provider that 
met our unique business requirements, but on meeting KNAPP 
we knew that they understood our needs and it was well worth 
implementing their solution.

We’ve worked with KNAPP now for over 12 years and trust their team 
to meet our individual needs, throughout their time with us KNAPP 
have provided consistent quality solutions and service, helping our 
business to move forward.

KNAPP got us in shape - Since KNAPP began managing our 
automation, there has been a significant reduction in automation 
downtime resulting in increased productivity and enhanced 
efficiency. The professional people at KNAPP really understood 
the needs of our business and have created effective solutions to 
improve our overall network. Thanks to KNAPP, our trusted partner, 
our e-commerce business is now working the way it should be.

“

“
“

“
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Clients

Being part of the KNAPP family of customers using Service Geeni CMMS 
means we can benchmark your efficiency levels across our extensive 

network of world-class sites. 

This approach helps KNAPP to refine and improve our advanced 
capability to benefit you - everything you would expect from a best-in 

class service provider.
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servicegeeni.com  |  0330 088 0802

https://www.linkedin.com/company/service-geeni/
https://twitter.com/ServiceGeeni
https://www.facebook.com/servicegeeni
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnK7tk_edepjXaTjbR_TorA
https://www.instagram.com/servicegeeni/

